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Insufficient carrier concentration and lack of room temperature ferromagnetism in pristine graphene
limit its dream applications in electronic and spintronic chips. While theoretical calculations have
revealed that graphitic ultradoping can turn graphene into semiconducting and room temperature
ferromagnetic, the exotic set of thermodynamic conditions needed for doping result in defects and
functionalities in graphene which end up giving significant electronic scattering. We report our
discovery of microwave ultradoping of graphene with N > 30%, B ~ 19%, and co-doping to form BCN
phases (B5C73N22, B8C76N16, and B10C77N13). An unprecedented level of graphitic doping ~95%
enhances carrier concentration up to ~9.2 × 1012cm−2, keeping high electronic mobility ~9688 cm2

V−1s−1 intact, demonstratedby field effect transistormeasurements. Room temperature ferromagnetic
character with magnetization ~4.18 emug−1 is reported and is consistent with our DFT band structure
calculations. This breakthrough research on tunable graphitic ultradoping of 2D materials opens new
avenues for emerging multi-functional technological applications.

Atomically thin monoelemental sheets including graphene1–4 (sp2-hybri-
dized atomic sheet of carbon), phosphorene5, silicene6, borophene7–12, two
dimensional (2D) gold13, berylline14, molybdenene15 etc. are collectively
termed as Xenes and they exhibit Dirac or Dirac-like behavior. Apart from
Xenes16, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs)17, transition metal
oxides (TMOs)18 and transition metal carbide/nitride/carbonitrides
(MXenes19) and several other materials which have been obtained in the
form of flat atomic sheets broadly constitute 2D materials, each exhibiting
unique set of physical/chemical properties. These advanced quantum
materials boast high surface area, surface anchoring capability via π- π
interactions, coupled with world-record electronic mobility, excellent
thermal conductivity and tremendous 2D/3D stretching capabilities, mak-
ing them the most popular class of materials for their applications in FET/
SERS based molecular/gas/chemical ultrafast sensing, hydrogen/halogen
storage, excitonics, as a UV shield, in thermal interfacing, and electronic,
photonic, thermal as well as mechanical metamaterials20–29. Apart from
myriads of consumer products, graphene, the first member of the family of
2D materials has extensively been implemented large scale industrial scale
applications, e.g., in civilian architectures, aeronautical components, anti-

corrosive coating in ships etc. and thus it has been inspiring discoveries of
new 2D materials, and innovative futuristic technologies.

The dream of realizing graphene-based coveted fast and flexible elec-
tronic as well as spintronic chips still remains elusive due to insufficient
carrier concentration, and an ambivalent and nonmagnetic nature of gra-
phene in its pure form30. Even though field doping, molecular charge
transfer, ion bombardment, functionalization, etc. can create charge-/spin-
-asymmetry in graphene, heteroatom substitutional doping is promising for
intrinsic qualities31,32. Most of the reported literature however speaks about
edge/surface non-graphitic doping33–35. While in-situ doping by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) results in inadequate (<10%) doping, fluorination-
defluorination-thermal doping36 resulted in high (~30%) doping primarily
(> 75%) non-graphitic. Most of these doping techniques are usually multi-
step synthesis, cumbersome, involve uncontrollable reactions, andoften end
up in fragmenting graphene sheets apart from defect/vacancy generation
and enhanced oxygen content in the system37. Moreover, these techniques
suffer from scalability and tunability issues as well. Attempts to enhance
dopant%usually end upwith curtailing graphitic content. In brief, precisely
tunable significant-level graphitic doping of graphene in a controlled
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manner has not yet been attained. This technological gap has been the
bottleneck for technological advances toward targeted applications.

Gauging theurgencyofgraphiticultra-doping ingraphene toequip it for
electronic and spintronic chip applications, we employed purely microwave
power as an external energy source for ultradoping of graphene (details in the
method section). We analyzed microwave synthesized materials for their
crystal structures, doping type, and the level of doping by employing high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) as well as spectro-
scopies (Raman, X-ray photoelectron (XPS) and Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR)). Spin-polarizedDFT band structure calculationswere carried out for
doped systems to theoretically assess the electronic andmagnetic character of
heteroatom-doped graphene systems. We fabricated field effect transistor
(FET) devices with doped graphene as activematerials (details in themethod
section) to investigate Dirac point modulation (if any) and also to explore
carrier enhancement upon doping. To explore magnetic ordering caused by
graphitic ultra-doping, a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) was
employed for attainingMVsHhysteresis loop and for field cooled-zero field
cooled (FC-ZFC) magnetization vs temperature (M-T) data.

Results and discussion
In the realm of graphene applications, electronic-spintronic 2D-transistor
applications stand out, driven by graphene’s intrinsically excellent carrier
mobility; however, the full potential of this application is hindered by
insufficient carrier concentration, inadequate transconductance, and the
absence of room temperature ferromagnetism. Therefore, achieving charge-
and spin-asymmetry is crucial for the charge-spin 2D FET application. The
viable practical method to accomplish charge and spin asymmetry in
otherwise ambivalent graphene is heteroatom doping. Graphitic (sp2)

incorporation of dopant can bring asymmetries with the minimal extent of
electronic scattering thereby keeping the mobility intact. Unlike magnetism
arising fromedges, functionalities, ornon-graphitic doping,which is extrinsic
and results in Curie point below room temperature, graphitic ultradoping
becomes a prerequisite for future-generation carbon electronics and spin-
tronics. Traditional doping techniques suffer from uncontrollable tear (C-C
bond breaking) and very slow repair (C-N or C-B bond formation)
mechanisms. In contrast, MW doping involves controlled tear and prompt
repair which enables MW tremendous potential for performing heteroatom
doping efficiently, promptly, and most importantly graphitically38–40.

Synthetic protocols for N/B doped graphene sheets
In this article, pristine undoped few layers CVD graphene is referred to as
FLG. N-doped and B-doped samples synthesized at 850W are named
NG850 and BG850 respectively. Similarly, NG720, NG640, NG560, NG480,
BG720, BG560, and BG480 were attained at corresponding power levels.
BNG1,BNG2,BNG3,BNG4,BNG5,BNG6, andBNG7correspond toN-, B-
co-doped systems; all synthesized at the same MW power but at distinct
combinations of B/N precursor ratios (wt.%) e.g., 0.43, 0.66, 1.00, 1.22, 1.5,
1.85 and 2.33 (see synthesis parameter details in Supplementary Table 1 and
ESI). FLG being semi-metallic, absorbs microwave and triggers microwave
plasma41 (see Supplementary Fig. 1), generating hot spots at the interface of
FLG and doping precursors, which raises the local temperature beyond
2000 °C. Akin to excimer laser processing reported earlier39, elevated tem-
perature facilitates vacancy formation in the basal plane of FLG. Localized
thermal spikes are also responsible for the breaking of bonds of doping
precursor. Schematic diagrams for themechanismofN-, B- and co-dopingof
FLG at the Basal plane are shown in the first column of Fig. 1. In contrast to

Fig. 1 | Synthetic protocols and density functional theory. a sp2 hybridized hex-
agonal graphene lattice (pristine sample). Schematic diagram (1st column) for
microwave graphitic ultradoping of graphene (d) by N using NH4OH as nitrogen
precursor, (g) by B using B2O3 as boron precursors and (j) N, B co-doping by using

NH4OH and B2O3 simultaneously (red: nitrogen atom, black: carbon atom, blue:
boron atom). DFT band structure and DOS (2nd and 3rd column) for (b, c) gra-
phene, (e, f) N-doped graphene, (h, i) B-doped graphene and (k, l) N, B co-coped
graphene.
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conventional doping, predominantly driven by thermal diffusion, MW
doping is predominantly electric field driven42,43. It should be noted that the
field-driven phenomena are quite common in thin film systems and atom-
ically thick graphene would even be more vulnerable44,45. As the supplied
energy i.e., the electric field can externally and precisely be tuned, the MW-
doping technique provides precision in doping level. Contrary to existing
conventional doping techniques with lower product yields, the MW-doping
technique efficiently enables batch doping, yielding ~733mg of doped pro-
duct in just ~600 s boasting an impressive yield of ~61% (calculated in terms
of doping precursor). Detailed scalability parameters and results are given in
Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 2a–d.

DFT band structure calculation of N/B doped graphene sheets
DFT band structure calculations and DOS (2nd and 3rd column in Fig. 1
and Supplementary Fig. 4a–d reveal that graphitic doping induces smaller
band gap(s) ~100meV. Graphitic doping introduces less disturbing desir-
able defects, preserving the sp2 cloud and ballistic mobility intact, therefore,
its contribution to bandgap opening is smaller. Conversely, pyridinic/pyr-
rolic doped graphene exhibited a band gap of ~300meV, and BNG1
demonstrated a significantly larger calculated value of ~0.6 eV (see Sup-
plementary Fig. 3a–c) for lattice consideration). It’s important to note that
DFT calculations tend to underestimate band gaps. While FLG has energy
levels uniformly distributed below and above the Fermi level, NG720 and
BG720 exhibited a higher number of lines above and below the Fermi level

respectively suggesting n-type and p-type carrier doping, also confirmed by
charge density difference profile (see Supplementary Fig. 5). Interestingly,
upon resolving up-spin anddown-spinDOS,we could vividly conclude that
while non-graphitic (pyridinic/pyrrolic) doping leads to higher
magnetization31,46, graphetically doped samples may not exhibit high
magnetization, however, high Curie point is expected.

Atomic resolution imaging by HRTEM
TEMimages for FLG,NG720, BG720, andBNG3are shown in1st columnof
Fig. 2. Electron imaging unveils that doped graphene sheets are 500 nm-2 μm
in lateral dimension and predominantly exhibit 1–2 layers, apparent from
electron transparency as well as the presence of ripples and folds. MW irra-
diation facilitates the exfoliation of layers as well. Uniform electron trans-
parency hints at uniformdopant incorporation via theMWmethod. Atomic
resolution HRTEM images (see 2nd column of Fig. 2) exhibit hexagonal
atomic structure inall the caseswithatomic contrast variation, confirming the
substitution of heteroatom dopant into the basal plane of graphene lattice. A
comprehensive understanding and insight into dopant placement and dis-
tribution is indexed in HRTEM images at atomic resolution. Atomic place-
ments have also been integrated and validated with elemental analysis results
viaXPS.Apparent fromFFTpatterns (seeFig. 2, 3rd column), as compared to
FLG which exhibits a hexagonal pattern with crystallographic dots making
~120° angle at vertices; doped samples exhibit altered lattice constants and
bond angles attributed to heteroatom substitution. While FLG exhibited

Fig. 2 | Transmission electron microscopy. Large area TEM images (first column),
selected area atomic resolution TEM images as well as the atomic profile of selected
areas (second column), FFT patterns of selected area atomic images (third column),

and strain profiles obtained from HRTEM images (fourth column) for (a–d) FLG,
(e–h) NG720, (i–l) BG720 and (m–p) BNG3.
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mostly compensated strain, NG720, BG720, and BNG3 exhibited uncom-
pensated strain (seeFig. 2, 4th columns). Ingeneral,N-doping tends to induce
uncompensated tensile strain and B-doping induces uncompensated com-
pressive strain. However, the specific effect on the alteration of bond length
and bond angle depends on the dopant configuration.

Graphitic doping configuration causes minimal distortion in lattice
parameters hence expected to keep the electronic mobility intact. Whereas
non-graphitic doping tends to affect bond length to the larger extent. In the
case of BNG3, we obtained BN patch formation which relaxes lattice strain.
Strain patterns attest to the reflex action of graphene against doping.
Uncompensated strain evolves if one tries to heavily dope and such samples
having high carrier density exhibit altered band structure which has been
confirmed by DFT calculations. NG720 exhibited minimum uncompen-
sated tensile strain i.e., < 4%. BNG3 exhibited the formation of BN patches
with surprisingly elongated and sheared hexagons in the FFT pattern,
indicative of N-B-N and B-N-B bonds. Atomic profiles for C, B, and N all
together (seeFig. 4fmixed color) and those for individual atoms i.e., forC, B,
and N (in green, red, and blue respectively) for BNG3 demonstrate the
uniformity of doping and co-existence of B andN. One can easily make out
almost equal percentages of B and N, further confirmed by XPS. TEM
analysis and DFT calculations indicate that localized atomic level strains as
well as electrostatic charge density both act simultaneously in doped gra-
phene systems and determine their final electronic band structures.

Chemical phase confirmation by Raman spectroscopy
Raman analysis is a versatile tool to get insights into the incorporation of
dopants into the graphene lattice. The MW power-dependent variation in
spectra for B-, and N- doped graphene samples and B/N precursor ratio-
dependent variation for BN co-doped samples are shown in Fig. 3a–c. The
extent and the configuration of the dopant affect the bond length and induce
strain in the hexagonal lattice which alters the position of the G-peak band.
Shift in the G-peak band which is a first-order Raman active mode, upon
doping, is mainly caused by electron-dopant elastic scattering and electron-

phonon inelastic scattering. We observed, B-dopants bestow a downshift in
G-band frequency and N-dopants bestow an upshift in G-band frequency
(Fig. 3g). N-atom donates an electron to the hexagonal matrix and creates
electron electron-dense cloud which increases the bond length whereas
B-atom takes one electron away from the sp2 cloud of graphene resulting in a
decrease in the bond length. Moreover, the extent of electron cloud redis-
tribution depends on the configuration of bonding. Furthermore, the extent
ofG-band shift depends onhowdestructive the nature of the dopant is.More
defective doping is sp3 and sp doping configurations which disturb the sp2

symmetry of graphene and cause large deviation in G-band position. How-
ever, graphitic (sp2) doping is a minimal defective doping configuration that
preserves the ballistic sp2 cloud of graphene lattice. The deviation in the
G-band again started increasing after reaching the maximum threshold for
graphitic content in N720 and B850. Therefore, the incorporation of dopant
into thematrix beyond threshold limits undermines the structural stability47.

As Raman spectra have overall information embedded in them, it
does not reveal intricate local details about doping distribution, and
therefore, Raman mapping was carried out for G peak for 10 μm× 10 μm
(see Fig. 3d–f). One can easily observe that NG720 shows graphitic n-type
doping as evident from the softening of the G-peak and a kind of non-
graphitic p-type doping in BG720 as evident from stiffened G peak. It is
well known that Raman mapping having poor resolution, can’t reveal
exact atomic scale information and therefore we could not attain direct
mapping of BN patches. However, TEM andHRTEM resolved it well and
moreover, BN patches were electron opaque. Also, we could see a network
of softened and stiffened G modes in Raman mapping for BNG3 sample
(Fig. 3f) attributed to the embedded BN patch in the hexagonal lattice.
Splitting in 2D peak (2D1 and 2D2) for graphitic ultradoped samples,
obtained upon deconvolution may arise due to defects, doping, or
stacking. In general, high MW power leads to the higher graphitic extent
and undergoes minimal 2D peak splitting, and in contrast, low power
results in higher 2D peak splitting which signifies non-graphitic doping
(see Fig. 3h, j, k).

Fig. 3 | Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra for (a) N-doped, (b) B-doped, and (c)
B-N- doped graphene samples synthesized at variousMWpowers. Ramanmapping
for G peak spectral variation in doped graphene system for (d) N720, (e) B720, and
(f) BNG3w.r.t G peak of FLG (1580 cm−1) for an area of 10 μm× 10 μm. (Color code
—Yellow: 1580 cm−1, Red:+15 cm−1, Violet:−15 cm−1). Raman spectra analysis for

doped graphene samples with FLG: Plots for (g) shift in G peak frequency of syn-
thesized samples w.r.t FLG at variousMWpower, (h)ω2D vsωG, (i) Intensity ratio of
D and G vs Intensity ratio of D’ and G, (j) Δω for 2D1 and 2D2 peaks for all samples,
(k) Relative area vs Δω for 2D1 and 2D2 peaks, (l) Intensity ratio of 2D and G vs LD.
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One cannot exceed the theoretical graphitic doping limit47, therefore,
NG850 (see Supplementary Table 1) exhibited a more non-graphitic
nature than NG720. In contrast to C and N, the atomic size of B is large,
and its electronegativity is less compared to N. Therefore, the energy
needed for graphitic B doping is higher than that for N. In fact, we did see
some glimpses of it. While NG 850 is partially non-graphitic, BG850
exhibited a predominately graphitic nature (see Supplementary Table 1).
The relative area of the 2D2 peak decreases as the microwave power is
increased and simultaneously relative peak area for 2D1 increases (see Fig.
3k) and such trends are characteristic of improved graphitic nature48,49. In
the case of co-doping with a number of BCN phases, BNG1 has higher N
doping which is graphitic and BNG3 has graphitic doping (equal pre-
cursor ratio resulted in BN patch formation). Thus, graphitic doping
generally manifests a 2D2 sub-peak with reduced intensity and minimal
peak splitting in the deconvoluted 2D peak for graphitic-doped samples
compared to non-graphitic doping. Further, highMWpower synthesized
samples (e.g., NG720) have exhibited lower ID/ID′ ratio and reverse is true
for low MW power case, suggesting higher sp3 content and hence non-
graphitic doping in the latter case (see Fig. 3i). It should be noted that ID
would not alter for graphitic doping which keeps lattice intact, and it has
been observed in the present work too. Estimation of defect density length
(see Fig. 3l) is derived from the modified local activation model50. M.M.
Lucchesemodel that relates the evolution and alteration of defect peaks (D
peak and D’ peak) and broadening in 2D peak with average inter-defect
distance LD. The function is described below.

I2D
IG

LD
� � ¼ I2D

IG
FLGð Þ � B 1� exp � πr2s

LD
2

� �� �
ð1Þ

The estimation of activation constant B is done at a laser 514 nm
(Elaser = 2.14 eV). This model has been fitted for unit activated area
rA = 1 nm2 over a sheet area 50 nmX 50 nm by considering the point defect
to be a dopant with a structural area rs = 0.156 nm2 per dopant. It reveals
meaningful information related to doping sites (graphitic/non-graphitic) in
graphene which is a function ofMWpower as the sole control parameter in
the case of elemental doping and a function of both precursor ratio andMW
power in the case ofmulti-component doping. The defect density length is a
parameter that reflects the spatial distribution of dopants within a given
length scale. It is an inter-defect length. Analyzing the ratio of disorder-
induced band intensity (integrated area ratio) with G-band provides insight
into the distribution of dopants. While FLG has LD ~ 15 nm, NG720
exhibited Ld ~ 4 nm, which is a record in itself. Similarly, BG850 also
exhibited~8 nmwhich is lower than that for FLG. In contrast, BNGsamples
are closely spacedw. r. t. FLG in I2D/IG vs LD plot. The estimated value of LD
in this case is very large~12.4 nmattributedpossibly toBNpatch formation.
Since LD quantifies defect concentration which gives blanket information
and includes vacancies and doping, a reduction in LD may not give con-
clusive information as to whether the change in its value arises due to
doping, or vacancy formation during synthesis.

Evaluation of extent and nature of doping by XPS
To get exact confirmation regarding it, we have carried out theXPSanalysis.
Upon deconvolution of C 1 s peak, NG540, NG640, andNG850 resulted in
sub-bands of C = C stretch (~284 eV) and revealed partial sp3 nature of the
C-C bond which attests to non-graphitic and edge doping. Interestingly
though, NG720 did not exhibit such sp3 behavior (see Fig. 4a). NG720
exhibited N-doping (band at 285.3–285.9 eV) with an insignificant peak at
287.2 eV which confirms minimal oxygen functionality. Upon

Fig. 4 | X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. XPS spectra for (a) C 1 s and (b) N 1 s
peaks for N-doped graphene synthesized at variousmicrowave power levels, (c) C 1 s
and (d) B 1 s peaks for B-doped graphene synthesized at various microwave power
levels. e Plot depicting trend ofGraphitic % vsDoping% for doped graphene samples
achieved at various microwave power (present report) along with those for doped
graphene systems in literature such as for in-situ CVD growth, plasma treatment,

Pyrolysis andfluorine activated followed by doping15,29–32,39,40. The doping level as well
as graphitic% is the best inmicrowaveN720 (theoretical limit~33% sp2 incorporation
achieved) and B850. f Atomic profile for all three atoms C, B and N together (Mixed
color), only carbon (green color), only boron (red color) and only nitrogen (blue
color) for BNG3. g 3D diagram of atomic % showcasing various phases of BCN
attained at different B/N precursor ratio (from present report) and literature51.
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deconvolution of N1s fine spectra, NG540, NG640, and NG850 exhibited
peak ~398 eV (pyridinic), ~399–400 eV (pyrrolic), and a peak ~401 eV
(graphitic) (see Fig. 4b). In contrast, NG720 exhibited only graphitic and no
pyridinic or pyrrolic peaks. Moreover, minimal sub-bands at 402.76 and
403.96 eV which appear for N-O functionality; is completely absent in
NG720. N-doping was calculated to be ~14.9%, ~22%, ~28%, ~35% and
~22.8% for N480, NG560, NG640, NG720, and NG850 respectively. Oxy-
gen content for NG720 and NG850 was minimal as compared to those
synthesized at lower powers. Upon precise doping nature evaluation, pyr-
rolic % were ~28%, ~10.3%, ~11.6%, ~1.5%, and ~25%, pyridinic % were
~27%, ~17.7%, ~13.4%, ~3.5% and ~7% and most importantly graphitic %
were ~45%, ~72%, ~75%, ~95% and ~68% for NG480, NG560, NG640,
NG720 and NG850 respectively. Such a high nitrogen doping level espe-
cially graphitic extent with insignificant oxygen functionalities at 720W
microwave power; is claimed to be a breakthrough result not yet reported.
Doping as well as graphitic percentage alongwith negligible oxygen content
in microwave synthesized samples in the present report is superior to any
prior report in the existing literature (see Fig. 4e).

Boron doping is often difficult as apart from the atomic size and
electronegativity factor, high energy is needed to break bonds in solid pre-
cursor; the B-doping record till date is ~11%. Upon deconvolution of C 1 s
spectrum of BG720, we attained sub-bands at 284.4, 284.9, 287.4 eV which
correspond to C =C, C-B and C-O respectively (see Fig. 4c). BG480
exhibited a sub-peak at ~289.9 eV (C =O) in addition to the three peaks
observed for BG720.WhenB1s fine spectra of BG720was deconvoluted, we
attained sub-peaks at 188.9, 190.9, 191.6 and 192.5 eV (see Fig. 4d). While
the first three sub-peaks correspond to C3B bonding i.e., sp2 doping of
boron, the last peak at 192.5 eV corresponds to C2B-O bonding i.e., borinic
type, a non-graphitic nature. In our case, B2O3 was used as a precursor,
which often gives a peak at 194.12 eV and we could not get any signature of
B2O3 in XPS spectra. This confirmed that there is no residual precursor in
the product. Further, no signature of higher oxygen functionality such as
boronic (B-CO2) could be seen. While peak analysis of BG720 confirmed

~16% boron doping out of which 68% is graphitic. Interestingly enough,
BG850 in particular exhibited ~19.8% B-doping out of which 82.6% is
graphitic, which sets a new record for B atom incorporation in graphene.
Microwave power tunability of B-doping level has also been achieved. In
summary, an increase in microwave power correlates with elevated doping
levels and graphitic content until the theoretical limit, decreasing thereafter
(Fig. 4e). Graphitic doping exhibits a lower oxygen extent than non-
graphitic doping. We also confirm that at low microwave power, more
destructive doping i.e. edge doping andnon-graphitic doping prevails, while
higher power favors graphitic doping and the sp2 cloud of graphene remains
intact. Less destructive dopant incorporation enhances carrier concentra-
tion while keeping charge transport mobility intact.

The synthesis strategy adopted also yielded several BCN phases. The
final B/N ratios in synthesized co-doped systems are B5C73N22, B8C76N16,

andB10C77N13 phases of BCN (see Fig. 4g and Supplementary Fig. 6)51. As is
apparent from the G-peak shift and XPS analysis, sp2 hybridization in these
BCNphases remains intact. Since there is an immense freedom of selection
ofB/Nratio, one can; therefore, tune the electronic and excitonic behavior of
graphene by co-doping it with desirable doping levels. Co-doped graphene
for particular ratios will result in BCN phases.

Field effect transistor measurements
The dopant percentage and in-plane distribution in FLG determine net
injected carrier concentration and electromigration characteristics,which in
turn would influence the overall mechanism of electronic transport in
devices. Field effect transistors (FET) were therefore fabricated employing
EUV lithography, optical image of electrodes, and schematic of FET device
in Fig. 5a, with doped graphene samples implemented as active material.
The fabricated device features a channel length of ~ 0.5 μm and a channel
width of 10 μm on 100 nm of thermally oxidized silicon surface on silicon
substrate (device fabrication details in method section). The output and
transfer characteristics are analyzed to assess the difference in the impact of
graphitic and non-graphitic incorporation of dopants in graphene.

Fig. 5 | FET characterization. aOptical imaging and schematic of FET device with
doped graphene system as the channel, (b) output characteristics (IDs vs VDS) and (c)
transfer characteristics (IDs vs VGS) for G i.e., FLG, NG i.e., NG720, BG i.e., BG720
and BNG i.e., BNG3. d Literature comparison plot depicting effective carrier con-
centration injected after doping and effect on their majority charge carrier mobility

(doping) (%) = 0 i.e., pristine 2D materials such as silicene, phosphorene, MoS2,
CNT and GNR2,4,21,36,37,69–73 and (e) transconductance vs. Doping % depicting overall
electromigration transport capability comparison of present report systems with
various 2D pristine and doped systems from literature2,21,69–74.
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Moreover, the results also validated the trend of concentration and type of
induced charge carriers due to doping and the extent of charge localization
associated with various doping sites.

Output characteristics (IDS vs VDS) for NG720, BG720, and BNG3
revealed semi-metallic conducting behavior, (see Fig. 5b), with NG720
demonstrating excellent electromigration capabilities at room temperature.
It is worth noting that NG720 exhibited superior electronic transport per-
formance with enhanced drain current IDs ~ 2.3 times higher than FLG,
primarily attributed to in-plane graphitic ultradoping. However, non-
graphitic doping samples exhibited curtailed transport behavior under the
same gate potential due to non-graphitic contents acting as scattering
centers for carrier mobility. A relatively lower drain current than NG720 in
BG720 (10mA) and BNG3 (0.67mA) confirms the charge carrier locali-
zation effect due to non-sp2 doping configuration. Therefore, graphitic
incorporation of dopant is a prerequisite for superior in-plane electro-
migration. Furthermore, the transfer characteristics are analyzed to gain
insights into electron-hole symmetry breaking accompanying ultradoping
and underlying transport mechanisms. Interestingly, NG720 and BG720
exhibited a significant shift in Dirac point, ~−40 V and ~60V respectively,
from ambivalent FLG ( ~ 10 V) which confirms resultant electron-hole
asymmetries and injection of carrier n-type and p-type respectively. Doped
samples exhibited different slopes on either side of the Dirac point, repre-
senting dopant-induced asymmetries and dissimilar electron, μe, and hole,
μh, mobilities.

BG720, with partial edge doping, showed a larger Dirac shift than the
graphetically doped NG720 (see Fig. 5c), experimentally aligning and
authenticating with the theoretical prediction (DFT calculation) of opening
larger band gaps in non-graphetically doped graphene systems than gra-
phetically doped graphene systems (see 3rd and 4th column of Fig. 1, and
Supplementary Fig. 4). Despite opening larger band gaps, non-graphitic
content compromised carrier mobility and degraded transport capability.
NG720 exhibited enhanced electronic mobility (~9688 cm2V−1s−1) and
higher effective carrier concentration (~9.2 × 1012 cm−2). Moreover, ulti-
mate graphitic content in NG720 attributes a steep subthreshold slope, a
smaller threshold swing (2.2 times smaller thanBG720 and3.7 times smaller
than BNG3), and an enhanced ION/IOFF current ratio. Non-sp2 content,
attributes curtailed electronic mobility (~5903 cm2V−1s−1) in BG720. Car-
rier mobility degrades in BNG3 due to BN patch formation. The excellent
transport performance of FET devices is attributed to higher Δn (net
majority carrier concentration). Record level, viz., ~9.2 × 1012 cm−2 and
8.3 × 1012 cm−2 for NG720 and BG720 respectively, of Δn among carbon-
based materials are attributed to ultradoping in general and the graphitic
nature in particular (see Fig. 5d). NG720 exhibited the highest transcon-
ductance (μΔn) ~142 mS, setting a new record for graphene-based systems
and 2D materials in general, as illustrated in Fig. 5e. Significantly large
majority carrier concentration and mobility attributes excellent drain cur-
rent at minimal VDS showcasing its potential for low-power electronic
device applications.

Magnetic measurements
While spin-interactions are responsible for magnetic ordering, spin-
fluctuations caused by thermal effect lead to randomization52–55. The tem-
perature is a critical factor in determining magnetic order, and materials
undergo transitions to paramagnets above Curie point56. In 3D crystalline
itinerant ferromagnetic materials, Tc is indicative of magnetic ordering57.
Single crystal sp-electron-only graphene sheet is non-magnetic in its pure
form58. However, dangling bonds at edges create active paramagnetic cen-
ters, rendering pristine graphene mildly magnetic59. Additionally, Stone-
Wales defects and vacancies can also contribute to magnetism in graphene.
In chemically synthesized graphene, oxygen functionalities predominantly
impact magnetism60. Processes such as hydrogenation or charge doping
have been reported to confer magnetism to graphene61 albeit often at the
expense of compromised electronic behavior62. Moreover, magnetism
induced by edges, functionalities or non-graphitic doping is extrinsic to
graphene lattice, resulting in Curie point far below room temperature63.

Exceeding the threshold limit in graphitic doping holds the potential for
pushing the boundaries of magnetism in graphene near room temperature,
opening the door for the realization of long-awaited spintronic chips
operating at ambient conditions.

IsothermalM vsHmeasurements (see hysteresis loops in Fig. 6a) were
conducted on doped systems, revealing magnetic behavior at room tem-
perature, unlike FLG which is non-magnetic at room temperature (see Fig.
S9a, b). Among N-doped samples, NG720 with ultradoping and pre-
dominantly graphitic nature; exhibited relatively higher magnetization
~4.18 emug−1 compared to NG640 ~ 3.305 emug−1 and NG850 ~ 2.26
emug−1 with lower graphitic content. Similarly, in B-doped samples, BG850
exhibited enhanced magnetization, while BG720, with a lower graphitic
extent, showed lower magnetization. Notably, BNG3 displayed higher
magnetization and a large coercive field with a mild step in the hysteresis
loop, a signature indicative of interface formation between the BN patches
and theC lattice. Graphitic doping generally led to increasedmagnetization,
as shown in the magnetization and coercive field results (Fig. 6b). M-H
hysteresis loops provided insights into the field training ofmaterials, since a
very high field up to ~1.4 T is applied, indicating how well they imitate the
dictates ofmagneticfield and retained informationuponfieldwithdrawal or
reversal.

Each magnetic domain at pyridinic/pyrrolic doped sites responds to
the appliedfield in an isolatedmanner.However, beyond a certain threshold
of dopant incorporation at the graphitic sites, percolation paths formed
where spin at each dopant can interact with the other, facilitating the fer-
romagnetic exchange coupling between dopants. Such spin-spin ferro-
magnetic exchange-coupling is present in graphetically doped samples,
obviating the need for a high external magnetic field for field training. FC-
ZFC measurements further explored these dynamics. Predominantly gra-
phetically doped samples like NG720 and BG850 exhibited excellent
retrieval, confirming the anticipated exchange coupling. Interestingly, two
distinct transition temperatures were registered in graphetically doped
samples, TC1 ~ 210 K and TC2 ~ 330 K. TC1 is the Curie temperature and
TC2 is the critical ordering temperature. Primarily non-graphetically doped
samples displayed larger divergences below transition temperatures, indi-
cating poor spin-spin interactions (see Fig. 6c,d). Additionally, the BG560
sample exhibitedmostly paramagnetic behavior in themeasurement. Curie
Weiss law, expressed as:

X ¼ X0 þ
C
T

ð2Þ

C i.e., the slope of inverse of susceptibility vs T plots (see Supple-
mentaryFigs 10, 11, 14) revealed insight in to spin-ordering andare sensitive
to phase transitions. Thus, peaks in 1/ X vs. T signify transition tempera-
tures; for instance, NG640 exhibited peaks at ~210, ~250 and ~320 K,
suggesting several competing orderings in NG640. The slope change from
negative to positive is a clear indication of phase transition around 210K. In
contrast, NG720 lacks such undesirable competing ordering behavior and
remains ferromagnetic up to 400K. Akin to NG640, BG720 exhibits
competing orders and a diamagnetic to ferromagnetic transition around
~120 K, whereas BG850 resembles NG720 due to its higher graphitic con-
tent. Further transition temperature trends with dopant content and gra-
phitic content detailed in Supplementary Fig. 16. In accordance with
Ginzburg-Landaumeanfield theory, the free energy of a ferromagnet can be
given by:

F M;Tð Þ ¼ �MH þ F 0;Tð Þ þ a1 Tð ÞM2 þ a2 Tð ÞM4þ ð3Þ

If one ignores terms with higher powers of M, at the critical tem-
peratureTC, theM

2 is linearwithH/M.M2 vsH/Mplot also calledArrotplot
is a valuable tool to quantify magnetic ordering and to evaluate critical
temperature. A larger slope in Arrot plot directly confirms greater sponta-
neous magnetic order. Even though, close to critical temperature there are
departures from linearity attributing to spin fluctuations and due to which
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M4 term becomes crucial64,65. Weak ferromagnets usually follow the linear
relationship. Arrot plot of doped samples analyzed for temperature range
60 K to 350 K, revealed a higher spontaneous magnetization in non-
graphetically doped samples whereas, NG720, BG850, and BNG3 exhibited
curves crossing origin both at room temperature and low temperature,
which infers superior room temperature magnetic behavior (see Fig. 6e–g)
and Supplementary Figs 12–13 for N-, B- and co-doped samples at room
temperature and low temperature. While the presence of a paramagnetic
center enhances the saturation magnetization in non-graphitic doped
samples, the graphitic motif in graphene lattice provides a pathway for
conduction band interaction which strengthens the long-range magnetic
ordering (see schematic explanation in Supplementary Fig. 15).

In doped graphene samples two synergistic phenomena, the doping
threshold level, and the graphitic percentage bring the transition temperature
towards room temperature. Notably, the graphitic motif in graphene lattice
facilitates conduction band interaction, fortifying long-range magnetic
ordering, as confirmedbyArrotplot analysis.Notably, uncompensated strain
serves as an effective means to control and tune magnetism in graphene, but
alone it cannot induce ferromagnetism at room temperature. Edge-doping
compensated the compressive and tensile strain in low MW power samples
exhibiting paramagnetic trends from the local electron-spin imbalance at the
edges. Ultimate graphitic ultradoping facilitates a spin percolation path ele-
vating the critical temperatureTc towards room temperature.While the non-

graphitic doping bestows extrinsic magnetism and poor magnetic reversal,
inherent magnetism generated in graphetically doped samples in contrast
exhibited excellent magnetization retrieval and bestowed a high Curie point
(see trend in Fig. 6h).While the extrinsicmagnetism caused bynon-graphitic
doping exhibits no signature of magnetization reversal, inherent magnetism
generated in graphetically doped samples exhibited excellent magnetization
retrieval and bestowed a high Curie point. The interconnected percolative
magneticdomains inultimategraphiticdoped samples contribute tobringing
magnetic ordering close to 330 K. Additionally, the charge carrier of het-
eroatom dopants mediates RKKY interaction through conduction band
electron. Larger uncompensated strain in BNG samples at the BN patch
interface, as evidenced by mechanically strained optical (Supplementary Fig.
2) and HRTEM imaging, facilitates delocalized electrons resulting in strong
spin-spin ferromagnetic exchange coupling. Therefore, the combinatorial
effect of doping concentration, doping sites, and uncompensated strain in a
doped graphene system leads to room-temperature magnetism in otherwise
non-magnetic graphene. As indicated by TGA measurements of doped
samples (see Supplementary Fig. 8), the doped samples are fairly stable at
room temperature and beyond.

In summary, the present report’s ground-breaking discovery reveals
that microwave exposure can intelligently facilitate ultimate doping up to
theoretical limit, offering intriguing possibilities for potential spintronic
application. We achieved the highest possible N-doping level in graphene,

Fig. 6 | Magnetic evolution in doped graphene systems. a Isothermal magnetic
hysteresis loop for pristine and doped graphene systems at 300 K, (b)Histogramplot
depicting saturation magnetization and coercive field values for pristine and doped
graphene system. Temperature evolution of magnetization behavior evaluated by
FC/ZFC plot of (c) N-doped samples, (d) B-doped samples at various microwave

power and B-, N- co-doped sample BNG3. Room temperature Arrot plotM2 vs H/M
for doped graphene systems (e) N-doped systems, (f) B-doped systems at various
microwave power irradiation, and (g) arrot plot for BNG3 at various temperatures.
hTrend in Curie temperature TC1 with graphitic nature of doping in doped samples.
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with around 95% of it being graphitic. Similarly, the ever-highest B-doping
level of ~19.8% was accomplished. Several unexplored BCN phases have
also been synthesized. Microwave doping proves to be a facile, one-pot
synthesis method that is reproducible, scalable, fast, green i.e. no catalyst
needed, and highly tunable with microwave power acting as the versatile
control knob. Our findings represent an experimental breakthrough,
pushing the boundaries of doping graphene toward the theoretical limit.
While retaining electronic mobility, the primarily graphitic doped samples
exhibited excellent carrier concentration ~9.2 × 1012 cm−2. Inherent mag-
netism in graphetically doped systems exhibited excellent magnetization
retrieval and bestowed a high Curie point, which would help in inching
towards room temperature spintronic chips made up of doped graphene
systems, which has remained a rare dream for quite a while. Achieving the
highest graphitic doping not only allows controlled carrier injection into
graphene, retaining carrier mobility but also leads to phase stability and
access to unexplored physics, including Dirac behavior even at elevated
temperatures, a phenomenon previously exclusive to low temperatures, and
the evolution of new quantum states. Furthermore, graphetically doped
graphene holds promise for emerging applications in fast electronics
(THz)66, in excitonics67, and as catalysts68. In conclusion, the present work
marks a breakthrough in graphene research, paving the way for challenging
technological applications and opening new dimensions in the years
to come.

Methods
Synthesis of samples
There are several control parameters in the doping reaction of graphene
such as microwave parameters (microwave power, exposure time etc),
precursor materials (microwave activity), solvents etc (high microwave
absorption). We kept a cylindrical reaction vessel at the center of the
microwave oven tray, as the local electric field is maximum in the central
region. The vessel was intentionally kept closed during reaction so that fluid
being heated generates pressure inside the vessel which possibly would
catalyze the reaction. Dielectric constants of precursors and solvents decide
the electric field pattern inside themicrowave oven, and therefore the choice
has to bemade judiciously.Moreover, the choiceof solvents is very crucial as
it needs to disperse precursors, help focusmicrowave energy and at the same
time it should not degrade itself under microwave exposure or catch fire
under exposure. We investigated several solvents and several nitrogen and
boron precursors and finally we carried out detailed experiments with IPA
as solvent and NH4OH and B2O3 as precursors for N and B respectively.

Precursors used are few layered graphene (United Nanotech Innova-
tions), precursor for N-dopant and B-dopant are ammonia and B2O3 (both
sigma Aldrich with 99.99% purity). The solution containing graphene and
doping precursor, was made by taking 0.5–1: 0.4–1.5 ratio of doping pre-
cursor in 10–100ml of solvent (IPA). This mixture was sonicated in an
ultrasonicator for 1–2 h to obtain a fully dispersed solution. The amount of
solvent taken in themicrowave vessel was kept intentionally 10% of the total
volume, this was to avoid any undesirable spill of the solvent which has low
ignition point and may catch fire. Exposure of microwave was in shots of
1min (total 5–10 shots) and the generated pressure was frequently released.
After natural cooling to the room temperature, the above samples were
centrifuged with DI water, IPA and ethanol few times. After centrifugation
for optimized duration and at optimized rpm, the sampleswere dried. Boron
and nitrogen co-doped samples were synthesized by varying the nitrogen
and boron precursor ratio (0.5–1: 0.4–1.5) while keeping the power of the
microwave fixed at 720W. Power and the irradiation time in themicrowave
synthesis method was varied in speculation of getting a better doping level.

Computational details
We have used spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT) methods as
implemented in the SIESTA package with PBE exchange-correlation
functional26,27 to calculate all the electronic properties. We have used
4 × 4 supercells for all the calculations (see Supplementary Fig 3). We have
used a vacuum of 20 Angstrom in the non-periodic direction to avoid any

unwanted interactions.We have sampled the Brillouin Zone with 15X15X1
Kpoints for all the calculations.All the systemsare relaxeduntil the forceper
atom is reduced to 0.02 eV/Angstrom.

Characterizations
We have characterized the crystalline qualities of our doped samples
employing X-ray diffraction, High Resolution Transmission Electron
Microscopy (HRTEM) and Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED). To
investigate the remaining functional groups attached to the surface of gra-
phene, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was used. To
examine the thermal stability of graphene sampleswhenundergoing through
doping reaction, we have carried out Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA).
To identifymolecular fingerprints and to evaluate number of layers in doped
graphene sheets Raman spectroscopywas carried out. It also evaluates defects
present in the system. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was carried
out to further pinpoint on doping in order to quantify doping level and to
know different types of doping present in doped graphene systems.

The Raman spectroscopy for pristine graphene and doped graphene
has recorded in the range of 300–3000 cm–1 in the back scattering mode
usingMicro-Raman spectrometerwith 532 nm laser as excitation source by
STR Raman Spectrograph. A 100x magnification optical microscope from
Olympus was used to focus and collect the light. The optical imaging of
doped samples was done employing Olympus microscope integrated with
confocal Micro-Raman Spectrometer.

The thermal stability of pristine graphene and doped graphene were
analyzed on TGA analyzer (STA 6000, Perkin Elmar USA) under oxygen
ambience. FTIR spectra for all samples have been recorded on Shimadzu
IrAfinity-1. TEM from JEOL (JEM 2100) was used for imaging (TEM,
HRTEM and SAED) for graphene and doped samples. Titan Themis
300 kV from FEI was used for atomically resolved images (TEM, Atomic
TEM and SAED) for G, NG720, BG720 and BNG3. Atomic percentages
have been calculated from XPS data (acquired in ESCA+ Omicron
Nanotechnology GmbH under an ultrahigh vacuum level).

Fabrication of FET and measurements
In order to investigate the field effect, an FET device was fabricated
employing extremeUVmask-photolithography andAu/Timetallization by
e-beam evaporation to have a final device having a channel length of ~
0.5 μm and a channel width of 10 μm over 100 nm of thermally oxidized
silicon surface on silicon substrate. The influence of gate voltage on in-plane
(i.e., drain to source) conductivity has been investigated for G, NG, BG and
BNG samples. To determine carrier concentration, carrier mobility, n-type
and p-type behavior (i.e., Electrical characterization) we carried out FET
device measurements (for NG720, BG720 and BNG3) by investigating its
output i.e., and transfer characteristics.Mobility valueswere calculated from

μ ¼ L
W

CGVDS
ΔISD
ΔVG

� �
ð4Þ

where L is the channel length, W is its width, CG is the capacitance per unit
area. Electron and hole mobility have been determined from slopes of the
transfer characteristic from segments right and left of the Dirac point
respectively. Experimentally, net majority carrier concentration can be
attained by monitoring Dirac Voltage.

Δn ¼ Ci

q
ΔVD

� �
ð5Þ

WhereΔn is netmajority carrier concentration, ci is the capacitanceper unit
area of the oxide layer.

Magnetic behavior analysis
In order to evaluate the magnetic behavior of doped graphene system, a
vibrating sample measurement (VSM) instrument from Quantum Design
Versa Lab has been utilized. The temperature evaluation of magnetic
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behavior has been recorded from 60 to 400 K in the sweepmode. Zero fields
cooled magnetization vs temperature (MT) has been recorded without
applyinganydictatingfieldhowever,field-cooledMT is recorded at very low
field of 100Oe. Isothermalmagnetic hysteresis loops are recorded in vicinity
of static externalmagneticfield in range varying from–3T to 3 T at different
temperature values below and above transition temperature.Magnetization
values were corrected assuming the response of the sample holder.

Data availability
Data is available in electronic supplementary information.
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